
Reception- daily remote learning plan 

 
Monday 5th July 2021 

Dear Parents/ Carers,  

You will receive 3 daily videos for you to watch with your child. There will also be activities that your child can do after watching the 

teacher videos. 

Shared reading: https://www.loom.com/share/c5170694f5d241d186b9b0a9de5aaa5b 

Phonics: https://loom.com/share/8f6538ed5f2a45398b609047e8f4ffec  

Maths: https://www.loom.com/share/fa8a68ffc16242c4b32570c7c9985bf6?sharedAppSource=personal_library 

 

We encourage you to read at least 10 minutes a day with your child. This can include your child reading to you and you reading to your 

child. Whilst reading with your child, ask lots of questions to help with their understanding. Please remember you can access lots of books 

on the Rising Stars website https://my.risingstars-uk.com/   

 

If you have any questions, need help with anything or have any suggestions you can email each of the teachers via the class email 

addresses:  

Jellyfish: jellyfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk, Starfish: starfish@mead.surrey.sch.uk  and Turtles: turtles@mead.surrey.sch.uk 

 

Please visit this Google Drive link to download supporting resources for the activities below. 

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UYen7HrwaZRWBZ-uKCzZr_ufAtP1aa2M?usp=sharing 

Please cut and paste this link as clicking on the link does not always work. 
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Communication & language / Literacy Phonics Mathematics 

Some of the children in reception were 

talking about the Ancient Egyptians last 

week in school so we thought we would 

travel there this week.   

 

Today’s lesson is with Mrs Morrey. She will 

be doing some shared reading with you to 

learn some facts about Egypt. 

 

Lesson link: 

https://www.loom.com/share/c5170694f

5d241d186b9b0a9de5aaa5b  
 

 

Afterwards, you might like to look through 

some of the other slides to learn some more 

facts. We have uploaded it to Google Drive.  

Extension: Your child could make their own 

mini  information booklet with some facts 

they have learned about Egypt.  

 

Today’s lesson is with Miss Akrimi. You’ll need to 

come with a pen and a piece of paper to join in. 

Lesson link: 

https://loom.com/share/8f6538ed5f2a4539

8b609047e8f4ffec  
 

A phase 3 sound mat has been uploaded to Google 

Drive. It may help your child to have this printed 

for the lesson so that they can correctly spell any 

diagraphs (two letters, one sounds) or trigraphs 

(three letter, one sound).  

In maths this week, we will be learning about 3d 

shapes. Here is today’s maths video with Mrs 

Carle: 

https://www.loom.com/share/fa8a68ffc162

42c4b32570c7c9985bf6?sharedAppSource

=personal_library 
 

After watching the lesson, can your child go on 

a 3d shape hunt around your house to collect 

lots of different shaped objects? What do you 

notice about the shape of each object? Look at 

the similarities and differences. Now sort your 

objects into their named groups e.g. all the 

cubes together, all the spheres together etc.  

 

On Google Drive, we have uploaded a sheet 

naming each of the 3d shapes. 

 

Extension: hide the objects in a bag and then 

ask your child to put their hand into the bag to 

choose one of the objects. Can your child 

describe the shape to you so you can guess 

which 3d shape they are holding?  

Topic 

Here is a link to find out more about the pyramids:  http://www.primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk/egypt/pyramids.htm  

Can your child design their own pyramid? What would they put inside? Would they put any traps in there to catch people trying to 

enter? Can your child label their drawing? 

 

Here is a Go Jetter’s episode all about the pyramids. This is something that the children can watch for fun: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b06mz7g7/go-jetters-series-1-2-the-pyramids-of-giza-egypt 
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